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Ion channels: sight, sound, thoughts, movement…
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Epilepsy
Deafness
Blindness
Anxiety

Ion Channels and disease

Arrhythmia
Cystic Fibrosis
Hypertension
Malignant Hyperthermia

Myotonias
Osteoporosis
Sterility
Incontinence

Cancer
Diabetes
Asthma/Allergy
Stroke
Autoimmune
Inflammation
Drug sensitivity



Ion channel principles I

•Membrane-spanning, water-filled pores in all cell membranes
•Two tasks under strict control: “gate” & “conduct”

Gate: open and close to a specific stimulus with exact timing
Conduct: pass specific ions (K, Na, Cl) with marked efficiency
Control as to where, number, activity



Ion channel principles II

I = N i Po
I, total current
N, number of channels
i, single channel current
Po, open probability
(environment)



Case
CC: Newborn female with LQTS

HPI: NSVD at 38 weeks.
With first feeding developed cyanos is and hypoton ia.

PE: WNL except fo r bradycardia.

Labs: ECG - SR @ 82, QTc 0.61 (nl<0.44).
Audiograms: bilateral sensory deafness.

F/U On propranolol without syncope, se izures or arrhythmia.

Seven months afte r delivery mother had a cardiac arrest and d ied.

The family was referred for genetic evaluation (~50).
25% had s ignificantly prolonged QTc
55% had bo rderline elevations in QTc
11% had syncope

DNA analysis: a common mutation in one a llele of a gene encod ing
an ion channe l subunit in all affected fa mily members.

Only the pat ient had a hea ring deficit and two mutant a lleles.



QT = APD



Action potentials: 
ion channel function

I = N i Po
LQTS?



Increased 
sodium 
channel 
activity

SCN5a

Bennett et al. 1995. Nature. 376:683-685



Decreased potassium channel flux

HERG

Sanguinetti et al. 1996. PNAS. 93:2208-2212





Topology of subunits in these 
cardiac ion channels

SCN5A

HERG

+KvLQT1 + MinK



KvLQT1 
+ MinK 
forms IKs

I = N i Po



MinK is in an accessory subunit family

KCNE2 
MiRP1



HERG + 
MiRP1 
forms IKr

+





MiRP1 Mutations and Polymorphism Study II
(Drug-induced LQTS)

T8A-MiRP1

M54T-MiRP1

I57T-MiRP1

A116V-MiRP1

I = N i Po



Ion channel principles III
•Ion channels make hearts 
beats (AP) by opening and 
closing in an orchestrated 
fashion to pass specific ions

•Normal function (I = N i Po)

•Altered N, i, or Po can cause 
(or predispose to) disease and 
be result from mutant subunits 
or 2o events 

•Ion channels are complexes of 
pore-forming & accessory (& 
regulatory) subunits



Ion channels and nanomedicine: the promise

•Alter N, i, Po of native channels 
to treat or prevent disease (drugs)

•Gene therapy (alter function, 
replace absent or abnormal, or 
add new channels into normal or 
diseased tissue) with native or 
designed channel subunits

•Sensors (in vitro and in vivo) 

1639



1661

Ion channels & nanomedicine: needs



Marban. 2002. Nature. 415:213-218.

Identify and catalog the 
plethora of channels and 
modulators in human 
tissues (cell biology)
•Location (cellular & sub-cellular)
•Subtypes and splice variants
•Partners (accessory)
•Regulation of expression
•Modulation of activity



Identify genetic variations that alter 
function in populations and individuals 
(human genetics) in order to:

•Predict disease susceptibility 
(diagnosis and prevention)
•Predict drug response 
(optimize therapy)
•Avoid treatment side effects
(adverse drug reactions)

denaturing HPLC



Delineate function for each complex 
(macroscopic & single biophysics)

Kv              Kir               Tok                 K2P                K2PØ



Identify and design agents to alter function 
(pharmacology & chemistry)



Define composition & structure of human ion 
channels (biochemistry & structural biology)

KcsA by X-ray. 
Doyle et al. 1998. Nature. 280:69-77.

Kv4.2/KChiP (cardiac Ito) by EM 



Success will accrue from inter-
disciplinary collaborations
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